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Summary
The Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Act 2011 ab olished control orders
and replaced them wi th Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures (“TPIMs”).
TPIMs were said to have two aims : to protect the public from th e risk posed by persons
believed to have engaged in terr orism-related activity, but wh o can neither be prosecuted
nor deported; and “to ensure that people were better able to find evidence that would lead to
prosecutions”. TPIMs are imposed b y the Hom e Secretary but subject to qua si-automatic
review in the High Court. Those reviews are held partly in closed sessions in the presence of
special advocates but without the TPIM subject being present. TPIM subj ects are subject to
restrictions including ov ernight residence at a specified address, GPS ta gging, reporting
requirements and restrictions on travel, movement, association, communication, finances,
work and study.
We considered the Act in two Reports as it was passing through Parliament. We expressed a
series of concerns abou t the legislation: that there was a lack of prio r judicial authorisation
for TPIMs; that the standard of proof, “reasonable belief”, was too low a threshold for the
imposition of such intrusive measures as TPIMs, and should have been higher; that the ex
post review to be cond ucted by the courts should have been a full merits review of whether
the conditions for imposing TPIMs are satisfied, and not a supervisory review; and that the
TPIMs legislation should have expressly re quired that the individual who is the subject of
the TPIMs be provided with sufficient information about the allegations against him or he r
to enable them to give effective
instructions to their lega l representatives and special
advocates in relation to those allegations.
Unlike the control orders legislation which requi red annual renewal, and on which we and
our predecessors reported annually to inform the annual renewal debate in Parliament, the
TPIMs regime is no t subject to a re quirement of annual renewa l and provides for annual
review only by the Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation, with renewal only every
five years. We therefore decide d to undertake post-legislative scrutiny of the Act to see how
the new TPIMs regime was operating in practice—in terms of its human rights implications,
and of the continued necessity for it.
Since the TPIMs regim e has come into effect, we have become concerned by the
Government’s degree of engag ement with the work of the Indepe ndent Reviewer. The
Government’s response to the Indepen dent Reviewer’s First Report on TPIMs was
perfunctory and unhelpful. We urge the Governmen t to en gage more trans parently and
substantively with the Indepe ndent Reviewer’s recommendations, including those in his
forthcoming Report about TPIMs in 2013, by explaining in more detail to Parliament
precisely what is proposed in response to each recommendation.
Our post-legislative scrutiny has failed to find any evidence that TPIMs have led in practice
to any more crimi nal prosecutions of terrorism suspects. This confirms the con cerns we
expressed in our scrutiny Repo rts on the Bill that th e replacement for control orders wer e
not “investigative” in any meaningful sense. We believe TPIMs shou ld be referred to as
Terrorism Prevention Orders, or something similar, to r eflect the re ality that thei r sole
purpose is preventive, not investigative.
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We agree with the Independent Reviewer that the very nature of TPIMs carries an inherent
risk of the subject absconding, and that the reaction to such incidents must not be allowed to
undermine the general principle that restrictions on each TPIM subject must be individually
tailored to the ri sk that they are assessed to p resent. We also consider that, while the
Government’s internal report following th e review of the rec ent abscondings will
understandably include sensitive material which it is not in the public interest to disclose, it
is undesirable that so far there is nothing in the public domain about even the substance of
the findings of that review. We recommend that the Government provide an “open” version
of the outcome of its i nternal investigation and re view, to enable pu blic and parliamentary
debate about and scrutiny of the circumstances of the absconding of two TPIM subjects.
While we accept that TPIMs can be lawfully imposed on an individual if the Secretary of
State reasonably considers it to be necessary “for purposes connected with protecting the
public from a risk of terrorism”, the Home Secretary’s statements that the two TPIMs
subjects who have absconde d do not pose a direct threat to the public in the UK serve as a
stark reminder of the breadth of their statutory power. If the sole purpose of a TPIM i s to
prevent travel to support terrorism overseas, it must at least be questionable whether the full
range of re strictions available in a TP IM are justified, rather than specific measures to
prevent travel such as notification requirements or surrendering a passport. We recommend
that the breadth of the vaguely worded power to impose T PIMs, “for purposes connected
with protecting the p ublic form a ri sk of te rrorism”, be kept unde r careful review by t he
Independent Reviewer. In view of the clear o bligation in international law not to render a
person stateless, we intend to subject to rigorous scruti ny any proposal to enable the Home
Secretary to depriv e of thei r citizenship any terrorism suspect who is a naturalised UK
citizen, even if it leaves them stateless.
We accept that, i n principle, the risk of ab sconding is likely to be higher when a TPIM
subject remains in the midst of their local community and network, and we acknowledge the
fact that, under the co ntrol order regime, no relocated individuals absconded. However, we
do not consider this to be suff icient to demonstr ate that the lack of a power to rel ocate
terrorism suspects leads to such a threat to public safety as to justify re-introduction of the
power. Nor have we seen any dir ect evidence that th e absence of a power to relocate TPIM
subjects appears to have s ignificantly limited their effectiveness in practice. We remai n of
the view – which al so appears to b e that of the Independent Reviewer—that a power to
relocate an individual away from th eir community and th eir family by way of a civil order,
entirely outside the c riminal justice system , is too intrusive and potentially damaging to
family life to be justifiable.
The Government relies heavily on the TPIM Quarterly Review Group as a mechanism for
discerning any disp roportionate impact of TPIMs on their subjects a nd their families.
However, there is little or no evidence in the public domain to support the Government’s
assertion about the effectiveness of the Quarterly Review Groups. We therefore recommend
that the Government give further consideration to sp ecific ways in which the impact on
TPIMs subjects and their families can be mitigated, in the light of all re levant existing and
any future recommendations of the Independent Reviewer.
We agree with th e Independent Reviewer’s recommendation that th e special advocates’
concerns about closed materia l procedures in control order and TPIM proceedings be
considered in a judiciall y-chaired forum. Such a process should be init iated in relation to
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TPIM proceedings in the High Court, d rawing on the positive experience of th e process
already conducted by Mr Justi ce Irwin in relation to the Speci al Immigration Appeals
Commission.
We agree with th e Independent Reviewer that serious restrictions on liberty, imposed
outside of the criminal justice system, cannot be indefinite. The introduction of a statutory
time limit fulfils a requi rement of human rig hts law and the expiry of the current TPIMs
should not be a n occasion for re-opening that question. We call on the Govern ment to
reconsider its rejection of the Independent Reviewer’s recommendation that th e Joint
Terrorism Analysis Cent re provide a regular, publicly acce ssible report about the threat
from terrorism, to a ssist Parliament to sc rutinise the necessity and proportionality of
particular counter-terrorism measures such as TPIMs. Ho wever, we reject the suggestion
that the Intelligence and Security Committee should make recommen dations on whether
the current TPIMs should be ex tended. Parliamentary committees should be concerned
with the adequacy of the legal framework to deal with the th reat, not operational decisions
in individual cases.
We are left with the im pression that in practic e TPIMs may be withering on the vi ne as a
counter-terrorism tool of practical utility, but we do not feel sufficient ly informed about the
threat picture to be able to conclude that the power to impose some form of civil restriction
orders such as TPIMs is no longer required. We recommend that a broader review of
counter-terrorism powers be an urgent pri ority of th e new Government in the next
Parliament, and conducted sufficiently in advance of the f ive year TPIMs renewal date for
Parliament to make a fully informed decision about the continued necessity of the powers at
that time.
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1 Background to our inquiry
1. On 20 December 2012 we a nnounced that we would be ca rrying out p ost-legislative
scrutiny of the T errorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Act 2011 (“ the TPIMs
Act”) which came into force on 15 December 2011.1

The TPIMs Act
2. The TPIMs Act abolished control orders and replaced them with Terrorism Prevention
and Investigation Measures (“TPIMs”). TPIMs were said to have two aims: to protect the
public from the risk posed by persons believed to have enga ged in terror ism-related
activity, but who can neither be prosecuted nor deported; and “to ensure that people were
better able to find evidence that would lead to prosecutions”.2
3. TPIMs are imposed by the Home Secretary but subject to quasi-automatic review in the
High Court. Those reviews are held partly in closed sessions in the p resence of spec ial
advocates but without the TPIM subjec t being present. TPIM subjects are sub ject to
restrictions including overnight residence at a specified address, GPS tagging, reporting
requirements and restrictions on travel, movement, association, communication, finances,
work and study.
4. The Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation, David Anderson QC, has
considered the differences between control orders and TPIMs and has observed that:
TPIMs resemble control orders in most respects.
There are however some significant differences, notably:
• Their maximum two-year duration
• The inability to relocate TPIM sub jects to places remote from their
alleged associates
• Less onerous conditions, especially as regards search powers,
overnight residence and the use of electronic communications.
Those differences render TPIMs more rights-compliant than control orders, and less
likely to be a focus for co mmunity grievance. They al so underline the need for
alternative strategies to contain the risk from those believed to be dangerous
terrorists, especially once TPIMs have expired.3

1

http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/joint-select/human-rights-committee/news/call-forevidence-on-review-of-terrorism-prevention-and-investigation-measures/

2

Home Secretary, HC Deb 8 Jan 2013 col. 166.

3

D Anderson, Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures in 2012, March 2013 (hereafter “Independent
Reviewer’s First Report on TPIMs.”)
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Our Reports on the TPIMs Bill
5. We published two legislative scrutiny Reports on the Bill which be came the TPIMs Act
during its passage. 4 We welcomed those aspects of
the Bill which would modify in
significant ways a spects of th e previous control order regime, which , in our view, would
make it less likely that the regime will be op erated in a way which would give rise in
practice to breaches of individuals’ human rights.
6. However, we had some significant human rights concerns a bout the p roposed TPIMs
regime which were no t accommodated by amendments to the Bill before it s enactment.
Our principal concerns were:
(1) The lack of prior judicia
l authorisation—in our view, executive-imposed
restrictions on individuals not subject to any ongoing criminal process were such a
radical departure from this country’s common law constitutional tradition that
they should always require prior judicial authorisation after proper legal process.
(2) The standard of p roof —in our view, “reasona ble belief” was too low a threshold
for the imposition of such intrusive measures as TPIMs, and the standard should
have been the higher civil stan dard of proof “on the balanc e of probabilities”, as it
already was in relation to other “civil” preventative orders such as Serious Crime
Prevention Orders.
(3) Full merits review—in our view the ex post review to be conduc ted by the courts
should have been a full merits review of whether, in the courts’ view, the conditions
for imposing TPIMs are satisfied, and not a supervisory review in which the court
applies “the principles applicable on an application for judicial review.”
(4) The right to a fair hearing—in our view the TPIMs legislation should have
expressly required that the individual who is the subject of the TPIMs be p rovided
with sufficient information about the allegations against him or her to enable them
to give effective instructions to their legal representatives and special advocates in
relation to those allegations.

Post-legislative scrutiny
7. The control orders le gislation required annual renewal, and we and ou r predecessors
reported annually on th e operation of the control orders regime to inform the annual
renewal debate in Parliament. The TPIMs regime, however, is not subject to a requirement
of annual renewal. It provides for annual revie w by the Independent Reviewer (s. 20), but
renewal only every five years (s. 21). The Independ ent Reviewer published his First Report
on the Operation of the Te rrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Act 2011 on 14
March 2013.
8. While the Home Secretary makes quarterly reports to Parliament on the exercise of the
TPIM powers under the Act, these reports are confined to basic statistics and the
identification of any relevant court judgments concerning TPIMs. According to the latest
4

Legislative Scrutiny: Terrorist Prevention and Investigation Measures Bill, Sixteenth Report of Session 2010–12, HL
Paper 180/HC 1432 (July 2011); Legislative Scrutiny: Terrorist Prevention and Investigation Measures Bill (Second
Report), Twentieth Report of Session 2010–12, HL Paper 204/HC 1571 (October 2011);
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quarterly report dated 12 December 2013,5 as of 30 November th ere were 8 TP IM notices
in force, all of whic h were i n respect of British citizens. All 8 of th e TPIMs on B ritish
citizens are in relation to individuals who had been subject to control orders at the expiry
of that regime. There have so far b een 8 High Court judg ments in which TPIM notices
have been challenged but upheld.
9. In the Independent Reviewer’s last report on the operation of the control order system,
he invited parliamentary committ ees to consider how best he could assist them in future
with their task of keepi ng the necessity for and operation of th e TPIMs Act under
parliamentary review.6
10. In the absence of an annual renewal requirement in the Ac t itself, we decided that we
would undertake post-legislative scrutiny of the Act i n order to arrive at an assessment of
how the new T PIMs regime is f unctioning in practice, in terms of its human rig hts
implications, and of the cont inued necessity for it. In th e Independent Re viewer’s First
Report on the operation of the Act, h e very much welcomed our a ttention to the sub ject,
and hoped that his report would be of some use to us in our deliberations.

Evidence received
11. We issued a call for evi dence in December 2012 about h ow the TPIMs Act ha s been
operating in practice and the necessity for its continuation. In particular, we said we would
be interested to hear:
• What has been the impact of TPIMs on those who are the subject of the notices?
• What has been the impact of TPIMs on the families of those subject to the notices?
• Are there ex amples of unfairness in the operation of the s tatutory procedures for
challenging TPIMs?
• Have there been any cases in which the subject of a TPIM has not been given sufficient
information about th e allegations against them to enabl e them to giv e effective
instructions in relation to the allegations?
• Is there evid ence that the power of relocation, which is not inclu ded in the TPIMs
legislation, has been needed in practice?
• Has any person th e subject of a TP IM subsequently been prosecuted for an y offence
other than breach of the terms of the TPIM notice?
• What evidence is there that investigative steps have cont inued following service of a
TPIM notice?
• Are there examples of i ndividuals who are sub ject to TP IM notices wishing to waiv e
their anonymity?

5

HC Deb 12 Dec 2013 col 63WS.

6

Control Orders in 2011 (March 2012), Recommendation 7.
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• Since the Act came into force, has there been any change in the nature or frequency of
immigration bail granted by the Special Immigration Appeals Commission?
12. The Government welcomed our de cision to subject the Act to post-l egislative scrutiny
and provided us with a Memora ndum to assist us. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of
State at the Home Offic e with responsibility for security, Mr James Brokenshire MP, also
gave oral evidence to us on 16 July 2013. Although we make some constructive suggestions
in this Report of way s in which the Gove rnment could facilitate greater parliamentary
engagement with keepi ng TPIMs under review, we are nevertheless grateful to the
Government for its engagement with our self-appointed task of post-legislative scrutiny of
the Act.
13. However, apart from the Government’ s Memorandum, we were d isappointed to
receive only three other written submissions in response to our call for evidence.
14. CagePrisoners describes itself as a human rights organisation dedicated to defending
the due process rights of detainees under the War on Terror. It su bmitted a report based
on interviews with TPIMs subjects and their representatives conducted in order to gather
evidence in response to the specific questions asked in our call for evidence. CagePrisoners
argues that the impact of TPIMs on the lives of those subjected to the measures, and their
families, is profound, and causes serious damage to mental health and to famil
y
relationships. It argues for the abolition of TPIMs an d for the use of criminal prosecution
instead. We consider its evidence in more detail later in this Report.
15. Liberty also maint ains its opposi tion in principle to th e TPIMs regime: “severe
criminal-style punishment imposed by civil order completely divorced from the criminal
justice system, in circumstances where the individual is not told detail s of the ca se against
them [...] is deepl y unfair and anathema to th e British system of ad versarial justice.” I t
regards the TPIM regime as undermining public safety, because TPIMs operate as a barrier
to, rather than as a facilitator of, investigation and criminal prosecution.7
16. We are grateful to those who took the tr
inquiry.

ouble to submit writ ten evidence to our

The Independent Reviewer’s Report
17. The Independent Reviewer’s overall conclusion in hi s First Rep ort on the TP IMs
regime is that, while nobody could feel enti rely comfortable about the TPIM regime, or
wish it to surv ive for any longer than necessary, it repr esents “a broadly acceptable
response to some intractable problems.”8 In terms of security, the TPIM regime continues
to provide a high d egree of protection against untriable and undeport able people who are
judged on substantial grounds to be dangerous terrorists, wh ile acknowledging that it is
unacceptable to place people who have not be en charged with or convicted of any crime
under indefinite constraint. In terms of liberty, the TPIM regime is part of a wider package
of measures amounting to a cautious liberalisati on of anti-terrorism laws. In operational
7

The third written submission we received, from Alida Catcheside, was a copy of a submission which had been made
during the passage of the Bill itself and did not address the purpose of our inquiry into the practical operation of
the Act since it came into force.

8

Independent Reviewer’s First Report on TPIMs, Para 11.55.
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terms, the Indepe ndent Reviewer found th at ministers and officia ls had performed their
functions in a thorough, conscientious and restrained manner, an d courts had provided
the necessary careful scrutiny, if not always as promptly as would ideally be the case.
18. However, the Independent Reviewer identified a number of significant imperfections
in the current regime, and mad e recommendations for impr ovement. In p articular, he
recommended that:
• the Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre should consider provid ing a regular, publicly
accessible report about the threat from terrorism, which will assist those whose task it is
to scrutinise the necessi ty for and proportionality of particular counter-terrorism
measures such as TPIMs.
• A forum should be established, chaired by an experienced judge, to consider procedural
concerns raised by special advocates and representatives of TPIMs subjects, concerning
in particular the fa irness and speediness of those proceedings , and to recommen d
changes to court rules and practices if it considers necessary
• More work need s to be done on de veloping exit strategies for TPIMs subjects,
especially in view of the fact that at the beginning of 2014 most TPIMs will expire.
• The possibility of changing the standard of proof to “balance of probabilities” should be
kept under active review, with a view to possible future legislative change.
19. The Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation gave oral evide nce to us on 19
March 2013. We are grateful to him for the assistance he has given us with our inquiry, and
for the way in which he has sought to keep Parliament informed of the oper ation in
practice of the T PIMs regime, notwithstanding the l ack of any opportunity for regular
parliamentary consideration of the regime.

The Government’s engagement with the Independent Reviewer
20. The Government published its response to the Independent Reviewer’s report in May
2013.9 The Independent Reviewer’s First Report on the operation of the TPIMs Act in 2012
is a substantial and detailed study running to some 132 pages. Although it only makes eight
relatively short recommendations, each of those recommendations is supported by a more
detailed analysis of the relevant issue in the substance of the Report. We have found it to be
a useful and informative resource which has greatly facilitated our own revi ew of how the
legislation is operating in practice.
21. The Government’s response, on the other hand, is very brie f and confined to a form al
response to each of the eight recommen dations made in the Ind ependent Reviewer’s
Report. It run s to three and a half pages of text, i ncluding the text of the R eviewer’s
recommendations. Six of the eight recommendations are “noted” or will be kept “under
review”, without the Government agreeing to take any action. Only two recommendations
(4 and 7) received a positive response, on the basis that the Government claims to be doing

9

The Government Response to the Report by David Anderson Q.C. on Terrorism Prevention and Investigation
Measures in 2012 (Cm 8614, May 2013)
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already what is recommended. In neither case, however, did the Government agree to take
any further action to give effect to the Independent Reviewer’s recommendation.
22. We asked the Minister whether the Government’s brief response to the In dependent
Reviewer’s report was adequa te in terms of informing th e public and Parliament about
how seriously the Govern ment is ref lecting on th e TPIMs regime, and to give some
illustrations demonstrating h ow the Government is constru ctively engaging with the
Independent Reviewer’s recommendations. The Minister congratulated the In dependent
Reviewer on th e thorough job th at he does in re lation to terrorism legislation generally,
and described his TPIMs report as “instructive”.10 As an example of the Govern ment’s
engagement with the In dependent Reviewer’s recommendations, he said that the
Government is considering seriously the recommendation on developing exit strategies for
TPIM subjects and is actively discussing this with the Probation Service (a matter which we
consider in more detail below). He also refe rred to hi s regular informal contact with the
Independent Reviewer to discuss his recommendations.
23. During a Commons debate on a proscription order on 10 July 2013 the Government’s
treatment of the Independent Reviewer’s recommendations in a different report was the
subject of pointed criticism by the Ch air of the Home Affairs Select Committee.11 He said
that the Government had still not adequately responded to the Independent Reviewer’s
recommendations about de-proscription more than a year after the rec ommendations
were made, and c omplained that merely “ noting” or “keeping under review” such
recommendations was not sati sfactory: Parliament needed to know whether the
Government accepted or rejected such re commendations. We al so note th at the
Independent Reviewer himself has ex pressed a deg ree of d isappointment at the
Government’s limited engagement with his recommendations for reforming Schedule 7 of
the Terrorism Act 2000, concerning the no-suspicion power to stop and search at ports.12
24. We are concerned by the Government’s degree of engagement with the work of the
Independent Reviewer. We fi nd the Government’s re sponse to the Independent
Reviewer’s detailed and considered First Report on TPIMs to b e perfunctory and
unhelpful. Independent review is not an end in itself but a means by which Parliament
and others can ensure that th eir scrutiny of Government is informed by expert advice.
Its worth depends on the G
overnment responding promptly and fully to the
recommendations which such expert review produces. We urge the Government to
engage more transparentl y and substantive ly with the In dependent Reviewer’s
recommendations, including those in his forthcoming Report about TPIMs in 2013, by
explaining in more detail to Parliament precisely what is proposed in response to each
recommendation.

10

Q1 16 July 2013.

11

HC Deb 10 July 2013 cols 457–8 and 464–5.

12

See eg the Independent Reviewers supplmentary written evidence to the Home Affairs Committee
Recommendations of the Independent Reviewer on Schedule 7 to the Terrorism Act 2000 20 November 2013, para. 3
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/homeaffairs/CT%2011a%20David%20Anderson%20QC%20supplementary.pdf
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2 The operation of the TPIMs Act
The priority of investigation and prosecution
25. During the passage of the TP IMs Act, the Government stated that the s hift from
control orders to TPIMs was to be marked by a renewed emphasi s on investigation and
prosecution. The Government expressed its hope that the “increased focus on investigation
in the TPIMs Bill, and the provis ion of additional resources to the po lice and Security
Service, will lead to more evidence gathering about suspected terrorists and therefore more
prosecutions.”13
26. The Home Secretary told the House of Commons on 8 January 2013 that
“one of the purposes of the extra resources that we provided for the Security Service
and the police followi ng the introduction of TPIMs was to improve their ability to
identify opportunities for prosecution.”
27. The Independent Reviewer’s Report on TPIMs, however, was unequivocal in its finding
that TPIMs have not b een effective as an investigation measure: so far, TPIMs have been
effective in preventing terrorism-related act ivity but not in enabling such activity to be
detected.14 He found this to be no surprise, given the su bjects’ awareness that they were
under scrutiny and their knowledge that the constraints will only last for two years
maximum.15
28. The Government, however, has continued to maintain that, in the words of the Hom e
Secretary, one of the purposes of TPIMs was to ensure that people were better able to find
evidence that would lead to prosecutions.
29. Lord Taylor of Holbeach, fo r example, told the House of Lords during a debate on the
Government’s draft Enhanced TPIMs Bill that “TPIMs [...] provide a better balance than
control orders between controlling people who a re engaged in terrorism-related activity
and ensuring that if they re-eng age in that activity we can coll ect evidence that can lead to
their conviction.”16 James Brokenshire simil arly told the House of Co mmons on 10 Jun e
that “the focus certainly remains on investigating TPIMs subjects.”
30. We asked the Minister for the Government’s best estimate of the number of terrorism
prosecutions that have taken place as result of the extra funding.17 He said that it is difficult
to differentiate between pros ecutions that would have tak en place with or wi thout the
additional funding:
In all honesty, I would find it very difficult to segrega te out an d to say that, as a
consequence of the investment, we have seen this many more prosecutions.

13

Independent Reviewer’s First Report on TPIMs, para. 1.14.

14

Ibid., para. 11.5.

15

Ibid., para. 11.10.

16

HL Deb 23 April 2013 GC359.

17

Q2,16 July 2013.
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31. Pressed on whether he could give us any information about whether there has actually
been an increase in the number of terroris m prosecutions year on year, he did not clai m
that there had been, b ut referred us to th e published statistics on arrests, charges and
prosecutions for terrorist-related offences. The latest statistics (up to 12 September 2013)
show that the number of people cha rged, prosecuted and convicted of terrori sm-related
offences did increase between 2010/11 and 2011/12, before falling back agai n in 2012/13,
although to a level still higher than in 2010/11.18
32. We also asked the Minister to give us some examples of the investigative steps that have
been taken in relation to TPIMs subjects with a view to thei r being prosecuted.19 He
referred to the qua rterly TPIM Review Gr oup meetings, at which the evidence or
information available is assessed in terms of the potential for a prosecution. However, the
Minister confirmed in his evidence to us that “there has been no prosecution to date of a
TPIMs subject for a terrorist-related [...] charge.”
33. We also asked the Independent Reviewer about wha t evidence he had s een of the
proactive pursuit of possible criminal prosecution of TPIM subjects for terrorism offence,
such as attempts to gather evidence which could be us ed in such a p rosecution.20 He said
that each TPIM subject has attached to them a senior investigative officer from the police
whose job it is to look for su ch evidence. He had also obse rved in the Crown Prosecution
Service considerable willingness to take th e prosecution route if po ssible, and he gave an
example of a case in which, in the course of preparing for a TPIM application in relation to
a particular individual, a CPS lawy er advised that there was in fact sufficient evidence for a
prosecution, as a result of which the TPIM was not proceeded with.
34. The Independent Reviewer th ought that prosecutors involved in the process do advise
with a view to p rosecution, and are engaged in a dialog ue with b oth the police and the
security service. A rep resentative of the CPS would also usual ly, although not always, be
present at TPIM Review Groups, but, in the view of th e Independent Reviewer, “it would
not be fair to say that there is usually very much conversation at TRGs about the possibility
of prosecution.” On the whol e, the picture looked much the same as it had under control
orders: people are looking for evidence on the basis of which to prosecute, but they are not
finding very much, which,
in the Independent Reviewer’s view, i s “completely
unsurprising” once a suspect is placed on a TPIM.
35. Our inquiry has failed to fi nd any evidence that TPIMs ha ve led in practice to any
more criminal prosecutions of t errorism suspects. This confir ms the concerns we
expressed in our scrutiny Reports on the Bill that the replacement for control orders
were not “investigative” in any meaningful sense. In our view it is time to recognise that
the epithet “TPIMs” is a misn omer, because they are not investigat ive in nature.
TPIMs should be referred to as Terrorism Prevention Orders, or something similar, to
reflect the reality that their sole purpose is preventive, not investigative.
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The lessons to be learnt from the absconding of two TPIMs subjects
36. To date, two T PIMs subjects have ab sconded: Ibrahim Magag on 26 December 2012
and Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed on 1 November 2013. Neither has yet been traced.
37. The absconding of two T PIMs subjects has inevitably raised questions about the
effectiveness of TPIMs as a counter-terrorism tool, a s well as ab out the opera tional
competence of their enforcement. We have no t sought to enquire i nto the latter, which is
something the Home Affairs Committee has been looking into,21 but we have considered
what lessons should be learnt from these episodes for the future of the TPIMs regime and
in particular whether th e absconding of two in dividuals either demonstrates the futility of
TPIMs in principle, or the need for the restrictions to b e tighter. We consider below the
specific question of whether the absconding incidents show the need for the reintroduction
of the power forcibly to relocate TPIMs subjects away from where they live.
38. In his Report on T PIMs (published after the first but before the second TPIM subject
had absconded), the Inde pendent Reviewer made two
general comments about
22
absconding. First, th e only way to el iminate the risk of absconding is to lock terrorism
suspects away in high security prisons, which would clear ly be unthinkable in relation to
individuals who have not been convicted of an y criminal offence. Second, while publicity
and political debate are inevitable when a TPIM subject absconds, it is important that the
Government does not over-react to media and political pressure, by a general ratcheting up
of TPIMs.
39. We agree with the Independen t Reviewer that th e very nature of TPIMs carries an
inherent risk of the subject absconding, and that the reaction to such incidents must
not be allowed to undermine the general principle that, in order to be proportionate,
restrictions on each TPIM subject must be individually tailored to the risk that they are
assessed to present.
40. Following the absconding of Ibrahim Magag on 26 December 2012, the Home
Secretary told the House of Commons that “when the dust has settled, we will look again to
see whether any l essons need to be learned.” 23 The Ind ependent Reviewer in his First
Report on TPIMs said that the Home Secretary would k eep him f ully briefed on that
investigation, and that he wou ld expect to comment on its outcome in due course, but at
that time it would hav e been premature to do so.24 He recommended that “the technical,
operational and strategic lessons of (Ibrahim Magag’s) rece nt abscond should be identified
and implemented.”25 In its response
to the In dependent Reviewer’s Report, the
Government agreed that it is important to identify and implement the lessons to be learned
from the absconding and says that this work is already in progress, but it did not say what
those lessons are.
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41. We asked the Minister about the outcome of th e investigation,26 and he said that there
had been such a review, but it was not possibl e to p ublish the document “because of
matters of national security.” However, it had been shared with the Independent Reviewer,
who he expected might have something to say about it in hi s next report on TPIMs. The
Home Secretary told the House of Commons, during the debate following the absconding
of Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed, that all the recommendations of the review following
Ibrahim Magag’s absc onding had been ac ted on, but she did n ot say what those
recommendations had been.27 She also said that there woul d be a similar review into the
most recent case of absconding.
42. We understand that the Government’s internal report will in clude sensitive
material which it is not in the public interest to disclose, but it is undesirable that to
date there is nothing in the public domain about even the substance of the findings of
that review. We recom mend that the Gove rnment provide an “open” vers ion of the
outcome of its internal inve stigation and r eview, to enable public and parli amentary
debate about and scrutiny of the circumstances of the absc onding of two TPIM
subjects.

Use of TPIMs where no direct threat to public in UK
43. After Ibrahim Magag absconded, the Home Secretary told the House of Commons that
at this time Magag is not considered to represent a direct threat to the British public.
The TPIM notice in this case was intended primarily to prevent fundraising and
overseas travel.28
44. Similarly, after Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed absconded, the Home Secretary told the
Commons:
The police and Securi ty Service have confirmed that they do not believe Mohamed
poses a direct threat to the public in the UK. The reason he was put on a TPIM in the
first place was to prevent his travelling to support terrorism overseas.29
45. We were struck b y the contrast between these statements that the two TPIMs sub jects
who have absconded do not pose a direct threat to the public in the UK and the statements
that were made by the Governm ent at the time of the Bill’s passage, to the effect that
TPIMs are exceptional measures justified only by the nece ssity of protecting the public
against the risk of terrorism.
46. When the Minister gave oral evidence to us we therefore asked him in how many cases
TPIMs had been imposed on individuals who do not represent a direct threat to the British
public.30 We asked him three times but he did not provide a direct answer. He returned to
the question in his letter dated 23 July supplementing his oral evidence, pointing out that s.
3 of TP IMA 2011 requires th at the Sec retary of State “rea sonably considers that it i s
26
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necessary, for p urposes connected with protecting members of th e public from a risk of
terrorism, for TPIMs to be imposed on the in dividual”, and that the court has found that
this condition has been met in all of the TPIM notices it has reviewed.
47. We accept that, under the Ac t as passed, TPI Ms can be lawfully imposed on an
individual if the Secretary of State reasonably considers it to be necessary “for purposes
connected with protecting the public from a risk of terrorism”. The Home Secretary’s
statements, however, that the two TPIMs subjects who have absconded do not pose a
direct threat to the public in the UK se rve as a stark reminder of the breadth of that
statutory power. If the sole purpose of a TPIM is to prevent travel to support terrorism
overseas, it must at least be questionable whether the full range of restrictions available
in a TPIM are justified, rather than specific measures to p revent travel such a s
notification requirements or surrendering a passport . The Minister’s repeated
references in his oral evidence to the need to provide “assurance” and “comfort” to the
public that the Government is meet ing its responsibilities in relation to national
security raise similar concerns about the strict necessity for TPIMs in all cases. 31 We
recommend that the breadth of the vaguely worded power to im pose TPIMs, “for
purposes connected with protecting the public form a risk of terror ism”, be kept under
careful review by the Independent Reviewer.
48. We note in passing that in the wake of the latest absconding by a TPIMs subject, it was
widely reported in the media that the Home Secretary is working on legislative proposals
which would enable her to deprive a naturalised UK citizen of their citizenship if they were
a terrorism suspect, even if the effect of d oing so would be to leave th em stateless.32 That
this is under active consideration was confirmed by the Director-General of the Office for
Security and Counter-Terrorism in the Home Office, Charles Farr, in his evidence to the
Home Affairs Committee on 12 November 2013, in which he said:33
It is not p ossible for us to deprive someone of their Brit ish nationality if they are
thereby left stateless. There is some uncertainty, which we are currently l ooking at,
about whether that applies to p eople who have been naturalised here as we ll as to
citizens who are born here, but I hesitate to comment on that any further because it
is an issue that is with the lawyers.
49. It would be premature for us to comment on the human rights compatibility of a
policy proposal which has yet t o be formulated and presented to Parliament, but in
view of the clear obligations in international law not to r ender a pers on stateless, we
intend to subject any such proposal to the most rigorous scrutiny were it to be brought
forward.

Relocation
50. One of the most significant changes made by the TPIMs Act, compared to the previous
control order regime, was that the Secretary of State no lon ger has the power to require
relocation. In our scrutiny Reports on the Bill we welcomed the disavo wal of this power as
31
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a significant human rights enhancing measure, noting that internal exile imposed by
executive order was a n oppressive measure associated only with th e most authoritarian
regimes. It was, however, one of the most keenly contested aspects of the legislation during
its passage, with some arguin g that removing the power to rel ocate terrorism suspects
would pose an unacceptable risk to public safety.
51. On each of the two occ asions on which a TPIMs sub ject has ab sconded, the debate
about the absence of a p ower of relocation h as been re-ignited, with a n umber of people
arguing that absconding has been made easier by the Government depriving itself of the
power to relocate terrorism suspects. Following the most recent in stance, the absconding
of Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed, the Shadow Home Secretary wrote an open letter to the
Home Secretary34 alleging that “the decisi on to end reloca tions [...] has led directly to two
out of ten terror susp ects now on TP IMs absconding” and asking the Government to reintroduce the power to re -locate suspects in individual case s, if it is ju stified and with
appropriate judicial safeguards.
52. We asked the Independent Reviewer whether, during his review, he had found any firm
evidence that the risk of absc onding is increased by the lack of a power to relocate. 35 He
replied that it is obvio usly easier to abscond if you have friends and associates nearby, and
it would not be at all surprising if relocating somebody to a plac e where he did not know
anybody was going to make it mo re difficult for him to plan to escape. He also pointed out
the possible significance of th e fact that the seven peop le who absconded from control
orders before 2007 had not been relocated, and that nobody absconded between 2007 and
2011 when relocation was widely used in control orders.
53. The Independent Revi ewer was not, howev er, in favour of reloc ation being
reintroduced: “one can see the utility of something without requiring that it be retained.” 36
He had found i n his report on TPIMs that relocation was ef fective in prev enting people
from associating, but also that it was one of the most resented aspects of control orders and
was considered to have the most damaging effect on family life. The Independent Reviewer
therefore concluded that “Parlia ment took a pe rfectly proper decision by deciding to
remove relocation”, especially in view of the additional mo ney made available to the
agencies for increased surveill ance, which enabled them to sa y that overa ll there wa s no
substantial increase in the risk to the public. The Independent Reviewer was not aware of
any publicly available account of how much additional money was made available, and the
Government refused to say at th e time of the passage of the Bill what the relevant amount
was; but, according to the Home Secretary, it amounted to “tens of millions”.37
54. The Government has resisted the calls to re-introduce the p ower to relocate TP IMs
subjects. In hi s evidence to us the Mi nister did not accept that relocation would have
prevented Ibrahim Magag abscon ding, although he relied in very general ter ms on the
Government’s belief that “the overall package remains appr opriate to mitigate the risk”. 38
34
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The Home Secretary, in the deb ate in the Commons following the absconding of
Mohammed Ahmed Mohamed, si milarly rejected the invitat ion to re-introduce relocation.
55. We accept that, in principle, the risk of ab sconding is likely to be higher when a
TPIM subject remains in the midst of their local community and network, and we
acknowledge the fact that, un der the control orde r regime, no relo cated individuals
absconded. However, we do not consider this to be sufficient to demonstrate that the
lack of a power to relocate terrorism suspects leads to such a threat to public safety as to
justify re-introduction of th e power. Nor ha ve we see n any direct evidence that the
absence of a power to relocate TPIM subjects appears to have significantly limited their
effectiveness in practice. We remain of the view that a power to relocate an individual
away from their community and their family by way of a civil order, entirely outside the
criminal justice system, is to o intrusive and pot entially damaging to family life to be
justifiable, and we note th at this also appears to be the view of the Independent
Reviewer.

Impact on TPIMs subjects and their families
56. We received written evidence from Cage Prisoners about the impact of TPIMs both on
those who are directly subject to them and their families:
TPIMs continue to have a profound i mpact on the lives of TPIM subjects and their
families. In the following submission, CagePrisoners draws on i nterviews we hav e
conducted with current TPIM subjects and their solicitors in order to respond to the
JCHR’s call for evidence. We discuss the impact of many different TPIM regulations
on detainees and thei r families. However, CagePris oners especially urges the JCHR
to consider the following:
•

Current TPIM's are in all cases stricter then the first batch of Control Orders
placed on Cerie Bul livant and others. Detainees thus rightfully feel that
things have stayed the same or wo rsened under T PIMs (as opposed to
control orders) and have a heightened sense of hopelessness.

•

Despite the reduction in curfew hours, overnight and meeting restrictions
still contribute to profound isolation amongst detainees and their families.

•

Specific TPIM regulation s and poor communication s amongst government
agencies make prolonged un employment amongst detainees inevitable. This
contributes to detainees’ sense of isolation and worthlessness.

•

Police have often resp onded to “breaches” of th ese measures by arresting
detainees—effectively humiliating them and trauma tizing their families—
even when it was clear that the breach was unintentional and that no harm to
the public existed.

•

There is a d efinite belief amongst TPIM detainees that th ese measures are
designed to be breached and facilitate their arrest, rather than being designed
with national security objectives in mind.
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•

These measures hav e had a profoundly d etrimental impact on the mental
health of detainees and their families (including severe depression, anxiety
and trauma), and al so seriously d amage relationships among family
members.

We conclude that TPIM s are functionally puni tive measures enforced on individuals and
families who have never been convicted of any crime. TPIMs do not ke ep us safer because
those who want to abscond will. These measur es are undemocratic and poor public policy
and as such, CagePrisoners cannot in good faith make any recommendations as to how the
regime could be improv ed. The only solution is scrapping all systems of administrative
detention and returning to the cr iminal justice system since it is p erfectly equipped to
manage terrorism-related prosecutions.
57. The Independent Reviewer ha s made recommendations designed to mitigate what he
regards as unnecessarily interfering features of TPIMs.
GPS tagging and reporting requirements
58. In his last Report on Control Orders, the Independent Reviewer questioned the need
for a re quirement that subjects of such ord ers telephone on entering and leaving the
residence where they are requ ired to live, given that subjects were required to wear GPS
tags. The telephoning requirement was subsequently removed. However, the requirement
to report daily to a poli ce station remains, notwithstanding the GPS tag. In its evid ence to
us, Cage Prisoners questioned why such reporting requirements continue to be necessary.
59. We asked the Minister why it is necessary to continue to require TPIM subjects to
report daily to a polic e station when GPS tagging now disclo ses their location .39 The
Minister’s reply was that it was necessary “to provide different steps of assurance”, and he
relied on the fact that the courts have found the overall package to be proportionate.
Restrictions on association
60. Although TPIMs have been upheld in all the legal challenges brought to date, the courts
have in some cases questioned th e proportionality of certain restrictions on association,
particularly where pri or notification has b een required before meeting someone for the
first time or inviting them home. 40 Cage Prisoners argue that blanket restrictions on
meetings are very significant interferences with private life.
61. We asked the Minister whether, in view of judicial criticism of th e proportionality of
certain restrictions on association that have been i mposed on individuals, the Government
has reconsidered its a pproach to imposi ng restrictions such a s prior notification
requirements as regards meetings. He reli ed in response on the TPIM Review Group
meetings that take plac e quarterly, which monitor the impa ct of the meas ures on each
subject and their family and co nsider whether any variations are required. In other words,
regular analysis of the continued appropriateness of the measures al ready takes place, and
the individual also has the opportunity to ask for a variation of the order at any time.
39
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Mental health support
62. Cage Prisoners argue that there should be more comprehensive mental health support
for TPIM subjects and their families. This does not appear to be an i ssue that was raised
directly with the Ind ependent Reviewer, but we raised thi s concern with the Mi nister.41
The Minister again referred to the Qu arterly Review Group meetings, which monitor the
impact of the measures on the su bject’s mental health and physical well-being, although he
accepted that there is no specific mental health analysis that is provided there. However, he
did say that if evidence were presented, it would be considered as part of the quarterly
review.
63. The Government relies heavily on the TPIM Quarterly Review Group as an effective
mechanism for picking up any disproportionate impact of TPIMs on their subjects and
their families and responding accordingly. However, there is little or no evidence in the
public domain to support th e Government’s assertion about the effectiveness of the
Quarterly Review Groups in th is respect, and we note that the Independent Reviewer
has raised some concerns about the proportionality of certain r estrictions, such as
reporting requirements and restrictions on association, notwithstanding the Quarterly
Review Group meetings. We recommend that the Governme nt give further
consideration to specific ways in which the impact on TPIMs subjects and their families
can be mitigated, in the light of all relevant existing and any future recommendations
of the Independent Reviewer.

Unfairness and delay in TPIMs proceedings
64. The Independent Reviewer reports that the representatives of TP IM subjects point
“with justification” to the leng thy periods that can elapse before determinations of the
Home Secretary can be tested in the courts. He has identified delay in TPIMs proceedings
as one of the most serious sources of unfairness in the legal procedures.
65. The Independent Reviewer told us in his oral evidence that the real problem with the
way in which the legal process for challenging TPIMs operates is the time it can take to get
to court to challeng e a TP IM or a modification of a TPIM, and the fact that this delay
seems to b e designed into the system because the cour t’s function was not to make th e
decision itself but to rev iew the reasona bleness of the Hom e Secretary’s decision.42 The
Independent Reviewer contrasted the p osition in the Special Immigration Appeals
Commission, where it was poss ible to have a challenge to a b ail condition determined by
the tribunal within a matter of days. The courts have also expressed concerns about the
amount of delay in TPIMs cases.
66. The Independent Reviewer favours a fo rum, chaired by a ju dge, to address the
longstanding concerns of the special advoca tes about the fairness in practice of close d
material procedures in TPIMs and other proceedings, with a view to rec ommending
changes to court rules and practices. The Government, however, prefers less formal ways of
addressing the special advocate s’ concerns. The Minister told us that the Government i s
working with the special advocates to speed up the process in various ways, for example by
41
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ensuring that administrative communications requests from the special advocates are dealt
with within 24 hours.43
67. We understand that something close to the Independent Reviewer’s recommendation
has taken place in relation to p roceedings before the Special Immigration Appeals
Commission (“SIAC”). The Chair of S IAC, Mr Justice Irwin, initiated a process o
f
consultation and discussi on with SIAC users, including the special advoca tes, which has
culminated in a new “Practice Note” which seeks to address a number of the problems with
closed material procedures that have consistently be en identified by the special advocates,
such as endemic late disclosure.
68. We agree with the Indepen dent Reviewer’s recommen dation that the special
advocates’ longstanding concerns ab out closed material pro cedures in control order
and TPIM proceedings be consid ered in a judicially-chair ed forum. We recommend
that such a process be initia ted in relation to TPIM proceedings in the High Court,
drawing on the posit ive experience of the process al ready conducted by Mr Justice
Irwin in relation to SIAC.

43
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3 The future
Expiry of current TPIMs
69. One of the most significant changes to the previous control order regime introduced by
the TPIM Act is the introduction of a two year li mit to the duration of a TPIM. Under the
Act, they can only be renewed if the individual has engaged in “new” terrorist activity.
70. During the course of this month, most of the eight TPIMs currently in force will expire.
Indeed, it has recently been reported that over the next few weeks there wil l be a p hased
lifting of the r estrictions on se ven of the current TP IMs subjects.44 Considerable anxiety
has been expressed, both in Parliament45 and the media46, about the implications for public
safety if the TPIMs are not renewed.
71. Much of the press coverage of the Independent Reviewer’s report on TPIMs focused on
the fact that TPIMs have a maximum duration of two years a nd that a number of hig hly
dangerous individuals would therefore soon be unconstrained, and so me of the coverage
suggested that the Independent Reviewer in his report was attacking the two yea r limit.
We therefore asked the Independent Reviewer, when he gave oral evidence to us, to clarify
whether he is in favour of the two year limit on the duration of TPIMs.47
72. The Independent Reviewer was unequivocal in his response. He said that while it was
tempting in some cases to wish for longer, he is in favour of the two year limit because even
the two yea r TPIM i s a harsh measure, harsher than anything on th e statute book, in
relation to British citizens, prior to 2005.
People have to real ise that there is a limit to h ow long one can constrain people
under these sorts of very oppressive measures, in circumstances where they have not
been charged with or convicted of a criminal offence.
He also reminded us that his predecessor as Independent Reviewer, Lord Carlile of Berriew
QC, took the same position in his last report on control orders.
73. We agree with the Independen t Reviewer that serious re strictions on liberty,
imposed outside of the criminal justice system, cannot be indefinite. As we explained in
our scrutiny Reports on the Bill, the introd uction of a statutory time limit on the
duration of TPIMs fulfils a requirement of human rights law. The expiry of the current
TPIMs should not, in our view, be an occasion to re-open a human rights compatibility
issue on which we believe Parliament took the correct decision in 2011.
74. The Shadow Home Secretary, in her letter to the Home Sec retary referred to abov e,48
asked the Home Secretary to info rm Parliament whether any of the police, security service
or oversight bodies have advised th at it would be in the public interest to extend any of the
44
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current TPIMs, and to share the full assessment with th e Intelligence and Security
Committee. That Committee, the Shadow Home Secretary suggests, “should then be free
to make recommendations on whether the TPIMs subjects should be free of controls, or
whether it would be in the interests of national security to allow for the extension of some
of the orders.”
75. We agree that the Home Secretary should provide Parliament and its com mittees
with as much detailed information as possible about the current threat from terrorism
to enable them to make an informed assessment of bo th the necessity for and th e
adequacy of the current legal framework. Indeed, we support the Independent
Reviewer’s call fo r the Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre to provide a r egular, publicly
accessible report about the threat from terrorism, to assist Parliament to scrutinise the
necessity and proportionality of particular counter-terrorism measures such as TPIMs.
We call on the Government to reconsider its rejection of the Independent Reviewer’s
recommendation in light of the concerns expressed about Parliament’s practical ability
to scrutinise the adequacy of our legal framework in the wake of the Edward Snowden
disclosures.
76. However, we do not believe it should be the role of any parliamentary committee,
including statutorily created committees such as th e Intelligence and Security
Committee, to make recommendations about whether particular individuals should be
subject to restrictions on their liberty. That is an operational matter for the police and
the security services, su bject to independent judicial
oversight. Parliamentary
committees, such as ours, are concerned with the adequacy of th e legal framework to
deal with the threat.

Exit strategies
77. The Independent Reviewer in h is oral evidence to us poi nted out that one of th e
beneficial effects of the two ye ar time limit on TPIMs is th at it will focus energies on
finding appropriate exi t strategies for those sub ject to th e restrictions.49 In his Report he
drew attention to the lack of dialogue going on between the relevant agencies and TPIMs
subjects, recommended that more work should be done on developing such exit strategies
and made some imag inative suggestions about how to do so, including by involving
“Prevent” officers and probation officers, us ing their specialist expertise in dealing with
convicted terrorists at the end of their sentences. The Government, in it s response to the
Independent Reviewer’s report, agreed about the importance of exit strategies, and said it
was already actively reviewing the strategy for each subject, including possible engagement
with both Prevent and the Nati onal Offender Management Service. The Mi nister, in his
oral evidence to us, said tha t the Government was considering seriously the Independent
Reviewer’s recommendations on developing exit strategies and was actively discussing this
with the Probation Service.50 He pointed out that there wer e challenges involved, such as
the lack of any p ower in th e TPIM Act to compel a TP IM subject to engag e with any
particular intervention at the end of their TPIM, but was reluctant to be drawn to say much
more than that the Indep endent Reviewer’s recommendations were under close
consideration and active discussions were taking place with the Probation Service.
49

Q9, 19 March 2013.

50

Q1 and Qs 14–15, 16 July 2013.
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78. With the expiry of m ost current TPIMs n ow upon us, we a re somewhat surprised not
to have heard more from the Government about the sorts of strategies t hat it has i n place
for the current TP IMs subjects. We do no t expect the Governme nt to give details of
individual cases, but we would expect more info rmation of a general kind to be made
available. We sough t to find out more about the sort of work bei
ng done with the
individuals concerned, such as how it relates to the Gover nment’s wider de-radicalisation
work; what sorts of agencies or other organisations the Government has sought to involve
in this work; whether any work has been done with the fa milies of TPIMs subjects, given
the significant impact of TPIMs on them an d the ri sk of creati ng a new g eneration
susceptible to the inf luence of extremist narratives; and whether any TPIMs sub jects are
being actively helped into work or study to assist with their reintegration when their TPIM
expires. On all of these questions, we found the Government to be unforthcoming.
79. In view of understandable public anxiety about the threat to public safety following
the imminent expiry of TPIMs, we recommend that the Government put more
information into the public dom ain about th e types of w ork it has car ried out wit h
TPIMs subjects with a view to minimising the risk that they may be tempted to engage
in terrorism-related activity when t heir TPIM expires. We i nvite the Government to
provide us with a further memorandum, setting out in more detai l the work which the
Government has been doing in this re spect, and in part icular explaining how t he
Government’s work on TPIM exit strategies relates to other in itiatives, including the
Troubled Families programme and the taskforce established by the Prime Minister to
look again at the Government’s strategy on extremism and radicalisation in the wake of
the murder of Lee Rigby in Woolwich.

The continued necessity of TPIMs
80. At the conclusion of our revi ew we are left with the distinct impression that, in
practice, TPIMs may be witherin g on the vine as a counter-terrorism tool of practical
utility. No new TPIM has been imposed since October 2012. Soon there will only be one
TPIM in force. It remains to be seen whether any new TPIMs will be imposed in the
foreseeable future.
81. We do not fee l that we are sufficiently informed about the threat picture, however,
to be abl e to concl ude with confidence that the power to impose some form of civil
restriction orders s uch as TPIMs is no longer re quired, or to recommend that the
Secretary of State should exercis e the power the Act gives her to repeal it if it is no
longer necessary.
82. The Act i ncludes a fi ve year r enewal requirement and we note the Government’s
intention to carry out a r eview of TPIMs as part of a broader review of counter terrorism powers. We recommend that such a wider review be an urgent priority of the
new Government in the next Parliament, and conducted sufficiently in advance of the
five year renewal date for Parliament to be able to make a fully informed decision about
the continued necessity of the powers at that time.
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Conclusions and recommendations
Background to our inquiry
1.

We are concerned by the Government’s degree of engagement with the work of the
Independent Reviewer. We fi nd the Government’s response to the Indepen dent
Reviewer’s detailed an d considered First Report on TPIMs to be perfunctory an d
unhelpful. Independent review is not an end in it
self but a means by which
Parliament and others can e nsure that their scrutiny of Government is informed by
expert advice. Its worth depe nds on the Government resp onding promptly and fully
to the recommendations which such ex
pert review p roduces. We urg e the
Government to engage more transparently and substantively with the Independent
Reviewer’s recommendations, including those in h is forthcoming Report about
TPIMs in 2013, by e xplaining in more detail to P arliament precisely what is
proposed in response to each recommendation. (Paragraph 24)

The operation of the TPIMs Act
2.

Our inquiry has failed to fi nd any evidence that TPIMs have led in practice to any
more criminal prosecutions of terrorism suspects. This confirms the concerns we
expressed in our scrutiny Reports on the Bill that the replacement for control orders
were not “investigative” in an y meaningful sense. In our vie w it is tim e to recognise
that the epithet “TPIMs” is a misnomer, because they are not investigative in nature.
TPIMs should be referred to as Terrorism Prevention Orders, or something similar,
to reflect the reali ty that thei r sole p urpose is preventive, not investigative.
(Paragraph 35)

3.

We agree with the Independent Reviewer that the very nature of TPIMs carries an
inherent risk of the subject absconding, and that the reac tion to such incidents must
not be allowed to undermine the general principle that, in order to be proportionate,
restrictions on each TPIM subj ect must be individually tailo red to the risk that they
are assessed to present. (Paragraph 39)

4.

We understand that the Government’s internal report will include sensitive material
which it is not in the public interest to disclose, but it is undesirable that to date there
is nothing in the pu blic domain about even the substance of the findings of that
review. We recommen d that the Governme nt provide an “ope n” version of the
outcome of its internal inve stigation and review, to enable public and parliamentary
debate about an d scrutiny of the cir cumstances of the ab sconding of two TP IM
subjects. (Paragraph 42)

5.

We accept that, under the Act as pa ssed, TPIMs can be lawfully imposed on an
individual if the Secret ary of State re asonably considers it to be necessary “for
purposes connected with protecting the public from a risk of terrorism”. The Home
Secretary’s statements, however, that the two TP IMs subjects who hav e absconded
do not pose a direct threat to the public in the UK serve as a stark remi nder of the
breadth of that statutory power. If the sole purpose of a TPIM is to prevent travel to
support terrorism overseas, it must at least be questionable whether the full range of
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restrictions available in a TPIM are justified, rather than specific measures to prevent
travel such a s notification requirements or sur rendering a p assport. The Mi nister’s
repeated references in hi s oral evidence to the need to provide “assurance” and
“comfort” to the public that the Government is meeting its responsibilities in relation
to national security raise similar concerns about the strict necessity for TPIMs in all
cases. (Paragraph 47)
6.

We recommend that the bread th of th e vaguely worded power to im pose TPIMs,
“for purposes connected with protecting the public form a risk of terrorism”, be kept
under careful review by the Independent Reviewer. (Paragraph 47)

7.

It would be premature for us to comment on the huma n rights compatibility of a
policy proposal which has yet to be formul ated and presented to Parliament, but in
view of the clear obligations in international law not to render a person stateless, we
intend to subjec t any such proposal to th e most rigorous scrutiny were it to b e
brought forward. (Paragraph 49)

8.

We accept that, in principle, the risk of absconding is likely to be higher when a
TPIM subject remains in the midst of their local community an d network, and we
acknowledge the fact that, under the control order regi me, no relocated individuals
absconded. However, we do not consider this to be s ufficient to demonstrate that
the lack of a power to reloca te terrorism suspects leads to such a th reat to publ ic
safety as to justify re-i ntroduction of t he power. Nor have we seen any di rect
evidence that the ab sence of a powe r to relocate TPIM su bjects appears to have
significantly limited their e ffectiveness in practice. We remain of th e view tha t a
power to relocate an individual away from their community and their family by way
of a civil order, entirely ou tside the criminal justice sy stem, is too intrusive and
potentially damaging to family life to be justifiable, and we note that this also appears
to be the view of the Independent Reviewer. (Paragraph 55)

9.

The Government relies heavily on the TPIM Quarterly Review Group as an effective
mechanism for picking up any di sproportionate impact of TPIMs on their subjects
and their families and responding accordingly. However, there is little or no evidence
in the public domain to su pport the Government’s assertion about the effectiveness
of the Quarterl y Review Group s in this respec t, and we note that th e Independent
Reviewer has raised some concerns about the proportionality of certain restrictions,
such as reporting requirements and restrictions on association, notwithstanding the
Quarterly Review Group meeti ngs. We recommend that the Government g ive
further consideration to spec ific ways in which the impac t on TP IMs subjects and
their families ca n be mitigated, in the light of all relevant existing and any future
recommendations of the Independent Reviewer. (Paragraph 63)

10.

We agree with the Independ ent Reviewer’s recommendation that the special
advocates’ longstanding concerns about closed material procedures in control order
and TPIM proceedings be considered in a judicially-chaired forum. We recommend
that such a process be init iated in relation to TPIM pr oceedings in the High Court,
drawing on the p ositive experience of the process already conducted by Mr Justice
Irwin in relation to SIAC. (Paragraph 68)
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The future
11.

We agree with the Indepen dent Reviewer that serious restrict ions on liberty,
imposed outside of the criminal justice system, cannot be indefinite. As we explained
in our scrutiny Report s on the Bill, the introd uction of a statutor y time limit on the
duration of TPIMs fulfils a requ irement of human rights law. The expiry of th e
current TPIMs should not, in our view, be an occasion to re-open a human rights
compatibility issue on which we believe Parliament took the correct decision in 2011.
(Paragraph 73)

12.

We agree that the Hom e Secretary should provide Parliament and its committees
with as much detailed in formation as possible abou t the current threat from
terrorism to enable th em to make an informed assessment of b oth the necessity for
and the ad equacy of the current le gal framework. Indeed, we sup port the
Independent Reviewer’s call for the Joi nt Terrorism Anal ysis Centre to provide a
regular, publicly acce ssible report about the threat
from terrorism, to assist
Parliament to sc rutinise the nec essity and proportionality of particular counterterrorism measures such as TPIMs. We call on the Gove rnment to re consider its
rejection of the In dependent Reviewer’s recommendat ion in light of the concerns
expressed about Parliament’s practical ability to scrutinise the adequacy of our legal
framework in the wake of the Edward Snowden disclosures. (Paragraph 75)

13.

However, we do not b elieve it should be the role of a ny parliamentary committee,
including statutorily created committees such as the Intelligence and Security
Committee, to make recommendations about whether particular individuals should
be subject to restrictions on their liberty. That is an operational matter for the police
and the security services, subject to in dependent judicial over sight. Parliamentary
committees, such as ours, are concerned with the adequacy of the legal framework to
deal with the threat. (Paragraph 76)

14.

In view of understandable pu blic anxiety about th e threat to public safety following
the imminent expiry of T PIMs, we r ecommend that the Gov ernment put m ore
information into the public domain about th e types of work it has carried out with
TPIMs subjects wi th a view to mi nimising the ri sk that they may be tempted to
engage in terrorism-related activity when their TPIM expires. We in vite the
Government to provide us with a further memorandum, setting out in more detail
the work which the Governm ent has been doing in thi s respect, and in particular
explaining how the Government’s work on TPIM exit strategie s relates to other
initiatives, including the Troubled Families programme and the taskforce established
by the Prime Minister to look again at the Government’s strategy on extremism and
radicalisation in the wake of the murder of Lee Rigby in Woolwich. (Paragraph 79)

15.

At the conclusion of our rev iew we are le ft with the di stinct impression tha t, in
practice, TPIMs may be withering on the vine as a counter-terrorism tool of practical
utility. No new TPIM has been imposed since October 2012. Soon there will only be
one TPIM in force. It remains to be seen whether any new TPIMs will be imposed in
the foreseeable future. (Paragraph 80)
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16.

We do not feel that we are sufficiently informed about the threat picture, however, to
be able to conclude with confidence that the power to impose some form of civil
restriction orders such as TPIMs is no longer required, or to r ecommend that the
Secretary of State should exercise the power the Act gives her to repeal it if it is no
longer necessary. (Paragraph 81)

17.

The Act includes a fiv e year renewal requirement and we note the Gov ernment’s
intention to car ry out a r eview of TPIMs as part of a br oader review of coun terterrorism powers. We rec ommend that such a wider review be an urgent priority of
the new Government in the next Parliament, and conducted suff iciently in advance
of the five y ear renewal date for Parliament to be able to make a fully informed
decision about the continued necessity of the powers at that time. (Paragraph 82)
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Formal Minutes
Wednesday 15 January 2014
Members present:
Dr Hywel Francis, in the Chair
Mr Robert Buckland
Mr Virendra Sharma
Sir Richard Shepherd

Baroness Berridge
Lord Lester of Herne Hill
Baroness Lister of Burtersett
Baroness O’Loan

Draft Report (Post-Legislative Scrutiny: Terrorism Prevention and Investi gation Measures Act 2011) ,
proposed by the Chairman, brought up and read.
Ordered, That the Chair’s draft Report be now considered.
Paragraphs 1 to 82 read and agreed to.
Resolved, That the Report be the Tenth Report of the Committee to each House.
Ordered, That the Chair make the Rep ort to the House of Commons and that the Report be made to the
House of Lords.
Ordered, That embargoed copies of the Re port be made available in ac cordance with the pro visions of
Standing Order No. 134.
[Adjourned till Wednesday 22 January at 9.30 am
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